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Can Do Picks
Jelly Roll Quilts:
The Classic Collection

Embroidered Wild Flowers
Patterns Inspired by Field and Forest
Kazuko Aoki

Create Classic Quilts Fast
with12 Jelly Roll Quilt Patterns
Pam & Nicky Lintott

Inspired by the wonder and beauty of
the natural world, the embroidery motifs
offered here evoke wildflower meadows and
woodland walks. With lifelike yet whimsical
plants and flowers, as well as mushrooms,
leaves, trees and birds, the flora and fauna
presented here offer a delightful and
beautiful range of motifs drawn from nature.
Featuring beautiful photographs, clear stepby-step instructions and detailed diagrams,
this book will be an inspiring guide for
those new to embroidery and a fresh and
unique offering for those experienced with
needle and thread.

The Lintotts bring their expertise to
classic quilt designs with a collection
of 12 quilt patterns in Jelly Roll Quilts:
The Classic Collection. Learn how to
make all your favourite quilts and
blocks quickly and easily. Jelly rolls
are a fantastic short cut to patchwork
and quilting: you can avoid (some) of
the hours of cutting and preparation
required for making a quilt and go
straight to the fun bit – the sewing.

$44.99

Paperback

275 x 210mm

128pp

200194

$36.99

Paperback

210 x 190mm

Magical Woodland Knits

A Story of the Kokeshi

Knitting Patterns for 15 Wonderfully
Lifelike Animals
Claire Garland

Megumi Mizuno

$44.99

Paperback

275 x 210mm

128pp

200189

Order online www.candobooks.com.au

Quilting, Patchwork & Appliqué
The Mary Gibbs 1812
This quilt is one of many beautiful pieces from
the collection of Christopher Wilson-Tate.
Dated 1812 and attributed to Mary Gibbs,
the quilt’s central hexagonal panel in Chintz
features lovely exotic birds. The myriad of
fabrics used to create this spectacular quilt
is a great opportunity to use your prettiest
scraps – and it’s very simple to make. All
the explanations and full size templates are
provided. Quilt dimensions: 234.5 x 202.5 cm.
From Quiltmania with text in English and French.

Pattern			

200478

Dawn Heese
Dawn Heese pays tribute to her favourite
techniques and quilts: the red and green quilts
of the mid-19th century, folk art and appliqué.
Each of the 17 projects is a reflection of
the style that has always inspired Dawn’s
work. Quilts, table runners, cushions and
other needlework of varying difficulty are all
illustrated with lovely photos with templates
and explanations (in both inches and
centimetres). And as a bonus, Dawn shares
her needle turn appliqué, wool appliqué and punch needle techniques!
From Quiltmania with text in English and French.

Paperback

260 x 210mm

176pp

200510

96pp

200099

304pp

200406

A Story Woven of Thread
The Textile Journey of Anne
Worringer Anne Woringer

$79.99

Hardback

280 x 280mm

140pp

130083

Tired of buying beginner books that are
intimidating or books that are full of designs
but with no advice for how and when to use
them? With just eight easy designs, the author
will inspire you to create fantastic custom
quilting from simple shapes. • First learn the
basic designs and follow her handy pro tips
for where and when to use each one. Practise
them to get a feel for how each one is special. • Then play with scale,
introduce new angles and fill areas, and master easy gridwork to see
how each design can be adapted to fill all sorts of negative space or use
as allover designs. • Finally, explore methods for effectively combining
them to create overall plans for knock-out custom quilting.

255 x 205mm

Paper Pieced Designs to Piece and
Appliqué Cathy Perlmutter

Discover a world of 100 English paper-pieced
star block patterns that fit inside a hexagon,
from classic style to modern and quirky,
with Hexagon Star Quilts! Either by hand or
machine, learn and practice English paper
piecing using scraps or precuts, and choose
from a wide selection of star patterns for a
smooth piecing experience – with minimal
guesswork! Put it all together with 7 stunning
quilt projects that range from small to large,
and contain clear, step-by-step directions,
coordinating diagrams and illustrations, and
beautiful photography.

Paperback

280 x 215mm

128pp

190735

$34.99

Paperback

280 x 215mm

128pp

200212

These crocheted animals may be wild but
they are very well-dressed. The ten adorable
crocheted chums have enviable wardrobes
to mix and match. The five pairs of animals pandas, lions, zebras, elephants and monkeys
– all have distinctive personalities and
gorgeous outfits. All the clothes can fit all of
the animals, so there is lots of fun to be had
dressing them up. Each project is beautifully
photographed and includes clear patterns and
guidance. There is also a techniques section that gives clear instructions
on all the skills you’ll need to make the animals and their outfits.

$29.99

Paperback

255 x 205mm

128pp

200203

The Knitting Stitch Handbook
Over 250 Traditional and Contemporary
Stitches with Easy-to-Follow Charts
Maria Parry Jones
Here is a comprehensive gallery of more than
250 stitches, ranging from the easiest purl
stitch to the most complex intarsia pattern.
Yarns, needles, ball bands and other equipment
are explained in detail, with guided instructions
on purchasing. Stitches like the knit and purl,
rib, cable, bobble, lace, Fair Isle, and intarsia
stitches are all explained with photographs and charts to guide you.
Abbreviations are defined and chart symbols are clearly explained to
make it easy to follow along. The book is structured to meet the needs
of all knitters, from beginners to the more accomplished.

$19.99

Hardback

235 x 185mm

224pp

190534

Knit Mitts The Ultimate Guide to
Knitting Mittens & Gloves for the Whole
Family Kate Atherley
With Knit Mitts as your guide, you’ll have all
the information you need to create snug,
warm and practical mittens and gloves. There
are solutions to common problem areas:
stretchy cast-ons for cuffs, fixes for thumb
gaps, tricks for working the tiny circumference
of glove fingers. The author also addresses
yarn choices and knitting techniques for easy
care and maximum warmth. Through basic
mitten and glove recipes, she explains how to
measure a hand, assess your yarn selection and gauge, and ultimately
customize patterns to make the best fitting mitts.

$34.99

Paperback

275 x 215mm

144pp

171153

101 Essential Tips: Crochet

144pp

200157

10 Discs for Dynamic Color Selection
Katie Fowler

Accessory			

Everything you need to know to start crocheting,
from choosing yarn and making your first slip knot,
this book takes you step-by-step through stitches
and techniques so you can master crochet patterns.
Enjoy making a phone cover, a friendship bracelet or
even a baby’s hat. With clear explanations of crochet
charts and abbreviations, it has all you need to get
the best results. This pocket-sized guide is perfect
for the absolute beginner, giving fully illustrated top
tips that can be grasped in an instant.

$9.99

Take the guesswork out of choosing colour
schemes with the Foolproof Color Wheel
Set which will help you pick a pleasing
palette – every time! Die-cut discs and a
printed colour wheel illustrate ten colour
configurations, including analogous, triadic
and split complementary. The colour
wheel and viewfinder discs are easy and
fun to use and come packed in a handy
folder for storage. Find hundreds of
colour combinations that work together
effortlessly – a must-have tool for any
artist, crafter, quilter, sewist or DIYer.

$36.99

200523

Cute Crocheted Wild
Animals Emma Varnam

Foolproof Color Wheel Set

Easy Designs into Knock-Out Custom
Quilting Kathleen Riggins

Paperback

260 x 210mm

296pp

This delightful book includes 16 wonderfully
wearable and on-trend crochet garments,
using a variety of different yarns and
techniques. The collection includes jumpers,
cardigans, ponchos, kimonos and cover-ups,
ranging in difficulty from the beginner to the
more advanced crocheter. Each pattern is
accompanied by an easy to follow schematic.

Gift certificates available too!

$32.99

The Building Blocks for FreeMotion Quilting Combining 8

$39.99

Paperback

270 x 220mm

Cassie Ward

Hexagon Star Quilts 100 English

Flowering Folk Art

$69.99

$69.99

Hardback

My Crochet Wardrobe

Anne Woringer has been expressing
herself in fabric for thirty years. On
discovering quilting it became her
passion. She evolved from researching
light to dyeing antique linen used in
collage and eventually to the shibori
technique for a more graphic work
to which she added extensive hand
embroidery. Her quilts use her own shibori fabrics, embellished with
hand stitching. The book tracks her artistic development over 30 years,
with each of her works discussed including the process involved in
creating them. From Quiltmania with text in both English and French.

Christopher Wilson Tate

$44.99

$74.99

Megumi Mizuno has been a student of
Japanese artist Yoko Saito for over 20
years. She loves appliqué and the traditional
Japanese universe that she interprets with
the well-known little Japanese dolls Kokeshi
and Daruma, the latter an iconic figure
representing a Buddhist monk, a symbol of
good luck and perseverance. The book offers
17 projects where Megumi presents Kokeshi
and Daruma in various small projects and a
spectacular quilt. There is also an enormous
quilt composed of blocks with small animals that is not only adorable
but also notable for the refinement of its details. From Quiltmania with
text in English and French.

Knit wonderfully lifelike animals with
this magical collection of 15 toy knitting
patterns. Nature lover and author Claire
Garland has studied animals and birds
in the environment around her home
in rural Cornwall and designed this
delightful collection of patterns based
on the wildlife she sees there. The
patterns are interspersed with Claire’s
inspirational sketches and notes.

Selbu Mittens is a thoroughly researched
and illustrated account of the rich history
of Selbu patterning. Experienced knitters
won’t be able to resist over 500 colourwork
charts, organized according to the source
of their inspiration, from classic stars,
snowflakes and flowers to elk, spiders
and coffee beans. Complete patterns
are included for 35 mittens and gloves
accompanied by short biographies of the
original designers. Or choose from an overflowing selection of motifs
for palms, thumbs, cuffs and even patterned edging techniques for joining
around the hand, to create endlessly fascinating combinations.

Paperback

175 x 125mm

72pp

150283

96pp

120277

Kids Learn to Crochet
Lucinda Guy & Francois Hall
Aimed at children aged 6 and over, the book
has easy to follow instructions with lively
illustrations. It features fantastic projects, all
with charts and templates and everything you
need to get crocheting in no time. Learn how
to make Sweet Mousie, All-Together Albert,
Stripy Stu and his friends, as well as some
pretty flowers and a smart bag.

200338

$29.99

Paperback

210 x 210mm

Edward’s Crochet Doll
Emporium Flip the Pages to Make
Over a Million Mix-and-Match Dolls
Kerry Lord

Design the dolls of your dreams! The flippable
pages and mix-and-match format make it easy
to build a character with the exact hairstyle,
outfit and accessories you want. Put them
together in a million different ways to create a
countless number of dolls, from one that looks
like a family member or friend to another
that resembles your favourite pop star. Step-by-step instructions help
even beginners grasp all the crochet techniques, and a 30-page gallery
presents a selection of finished dolls to inspire you.

$32.99 Spiral Bound Hardback 275 x 215mm 96pp 170572

Thread Doodling Over 20
Modern Designs for Stitching in the
Moment Carina Envoldsen-Harris

Cross Stitch Christmas

Discover how to ‘doodle’ embroider
meditatively and create different designs
full of colour and personality. The 22 main
designs can fit either in a 3- or 6-inch hoop,
and each includes photographs of the finished
embroidery, a thread key, a stitch diagram
and suggestions of how to work the design.
A corresponding transfer is included so you
can easily draw the design outline onto your
own fabric. Essential materials and easy-to-follow techniques chapters
can be found at the beginning of the book, along with step-by-step stitch
diagrams for the 15 embroidery stitches used to make all the designs.

Split into chapters on Advent Foliage,
Christmas Animals, Festive Foliage and
Amazing Alphabets, there is a lovely range of
designs to fit every Christmas situation.You
can make beautiful cutlery pockets with fox,
bunny or baby deer motifs, a reindeer photo
album cover, a pine cone confectionery sachet,
personalized gift labels and many more elegant
embroidered Christmas items. The charts are
beautifully presented, along with a comprehensive techniques section at
the back of the book. Suitable for beginners to more advanced stitchers,
these designs are achievable and utterly gorgeous.

$26.99

Paperback

280 x 215mm

96pp

200089

Sewing

The Art of Annemieke Mein

Japanese Dress in Detail

The textile works of Annemieke Mein display
a rare standard of artistry and show how
textiles can be used as an exciting sculptural
medium. The author uses an amazing variety
of materials and these fabrics are then
meticulously painted and stitched to faithfully
reproduce her chosen subjects and to
enhance the tactile quality unique to textiles.
Numerous techniques are used in limitless
combinations: hand and machine embroidery,
dyeing, appliqué, trapunto, quilting, pleating,
felting, beading, weaving and plying. Previously published in paperback.

Bringing together more than 100 items of
clothing, this book reveals the intricacies
of Japanese dress from the 18th century to
the present. Including garments for women,
men and children, the details have been
selected both for their exquisite beauty
and craftsmanship, and for how much they
impart about the wearer’s identity, be
it age, status or taste. A comprehensive
introduction, illuminating the main periods
and key themes of Japanese fashion history, is
followed by thematic chapters that cover all aspects of clothing, from
hair accessories and necklines to hemlines and shoes. Each garment
or object is accompanied by a short text exploring its structure and
the fascinating range of decorative techniques employed, including
embroidery, weaving, lacquering, stencilling, dyeing and digital technology.
Specially commissioned detail photography and line drawings provide an
invaluable resource for designers and lovers of fashion and world dress.

$49.99

Paperback

290 x 205mm

224pp

200318

Girls Style Book Yoshiko Tsukiori
Sew cute and original clothes for your little
girl with this stylish sewing book. Popular
Japanese author and designer Yoshiko Tsukiori
brings unique new designs and style to the doit-yourself sewist that make it easy to create
the kind of clothes little girls adore. The book
offers 24 full-sized patterns in five sizes for
some of the cutest dresses, tops, outfits and
accessories for girls from ages 4–10. There
is something for every girl’s taste: relaxed,
comfortable clothes that are as fun to wear as
they are to look at.

$29.99

Paperback

255 x 205mm

80pp

200511

Svetlana Sotak teaches you how to create
your own cohesive, sophisticated projects,
to make for yourself or to gift to someone
special. Struggling to select just the right
fabrics for your sewing projects? Sotak has
you covered by including a detailed discussion
of colour, texture and fabric weight for each
project as well as exploring what types
of fabrics to use in each project element,
including working with small touches of leather. Beautiful projects range
from small to large and feature quilt-as-you-go, basic piecing and expert
bag-making instructions. Accessories projects include clutches, pouches
and bags; home decor projects include a quilt, baskets and cushions.

255 x 200mm

128pp

190238

Vintage Made Magazine #15

Magazine			

200554

Sashiko Embroidery Projects Boutique-Sha

With dozens of beautiful and simple
geometric patterns, kogin embroidery offers
fresh inspiration and authentic technique
to proponents of the decorative mending
movement. Colourful photos offer stepby-step instruction for learning this simple
counted thread embroidery technique.
Beginners will discover how to prepare the
thread and fabric, how to read kogin charts,
and how to make the basic straight stitches
that comprise kogin motifs. Once you’ve
mastered the basics, try your hand at one of the 25 projects including
brooches, pincushions, potholders, coasters and place mats.

260 x 210mm

The calendar is a compilation of 365 crazyquilting designs from best-selling author Valerie
Bothell, and each inspirational photo is labelled
with the embroidery stitches used, so you can
easily recreate the designs. This sturdy, spiralbound calendar is built to last, for years of enjoyment and inspiration,
and the handy easel design stands upright on your work surface.

From the world-renowned Royal School of
Needlework, this beautiful book is a rich
source of embroidery techniques, stitches and
projects, covering eight key subjects in detail:
crewelwork, bead embroidery, stumpwork,
canvaswork, goldwork, whitework, blackwork
and silk shading. Containing all the trusted,
bestselling content from the RSN Essential
Stitch Guide series, plus a new section on
mounting your finished work, this fantastic
book is a must-have for all embroiderers. The original eight titles have
been given a new lease of life in this larger format.

$69.99

Hardback

280 x 215mm

400pp

180203

Australian Cross Stitch
Gillian Souter
100+ realistic, flora, fauna and landscape
designs with colour charts / photos. Quickto-stitch motifs, elaborate samplers, detailed
designs (Wildflower Bouquet): lorikeets,
lyrebird, wrens; wombats, sugar gliders,
kangaroos, frilled lizard; waratahs, waterlily,
wattle; tropical fish; sea dragons, dolphins;
Great Barrier Reef, Ularu, Apostles; Oz map,
birth notice / flowers, repeat / mini motifs.
Beginner basics, stockists, conversions.

$34.99

Hardback

275 x 215mm

112pp

235 x 185mm

200121

128pp

017048

160pp

150286

Maria Diaz
Inspired by the resurgence in folk influences,
this cross-stitch design book contains a library
of bright and cheery designs. The patterns
are simple, quick to stitch and easy to use in
multiple ways. A single design can be used to
edge a table cloth or combined with other
patterns to make a sampler. This inspiring
cross-stitch sourcebook presents more than
400 beautiful designs. Offering both new and
experienced crafters a stunning collection of patterns – from delicate
borders to detailed flower studies – there is something gorgeous to suit
any project.

$34.99

Paperback

280 x 215mm

280 x 215mm

96pp

200299

Felt #23 aims to inspire fibre enthusiasts
with comprehensive projects, articles and an
inspirational gallery. Articles: • Artist Profile –
Elizabeth Armstrong • Artist Profile – Molly
Anderson • Artist in Focus – Christianna
Ferguson • Feltscapes: Cora Jongsma – Martien
van Zuilen • Untethered but not adrift – Pam
de Groot • Rapt in Felt: Colour Dance –
Jennie Curtis • 15th Southern Hemisphere
Felt Convergence – Sandy Lamb. Projects: •
Colourful Cuffs – Christianna Ferguson • Bag,
Colour, Flair – Tanja Gawin • A Hat for Curls – Liz Evans • Storage Box
– Jennie Curtis • Smocking Felt: Rippling Textures – Martien van Zuilen.

128pp

190205

Magazine			

200551

Embellish Magazine #42
The Australian Magazine for Textile Arts
Embellish #42 features inspiration from Fiji.
Features: • Artist Profile: Malka Wiri Wiri –
Liz Wauchope • Reader Challenge Postcard
Swap • The Australian Textile Art Award 2020
• Diary from the Drought – Penny Eamer.
Projects / Techniques: • Coiled Felt Necklace
– Penny Eamer • Fijian Tree Frog – Lynda
Worthington • Fantasy Fish – Anne Mitchell
• Ukarla (Flowers): waxed silk painting with
Christine Clark – Liz Wauchope • Fijian Turtle
Gift Bag – Penny Eamer • Embellish With
Stitches: Tapa-inspired Canvaswork Glasses Case – Lynda Worthington.

$9.95

Magazine			

200552

Yarn Magazine #58 The

Australian Magazine for Creative People

Yarn #58 covers a wide range of skill sets and
techniques to knit, felt, crochet or spin and
this issue features the theme of Australiana.
Articles: • The Crafty Response to the
Australian Fires: Two Perspectives – Naomi
James, Mara Cunnett • The Importance
of Australian Wool – Naomi James • The
Big Dry – Debra Hinton • The Colours of
Australian Natives: Eucalypts and Wattles –
Simone Cross. Patterns: • Crochet: Raindrops,
Ocean Waves Necklace • Knit: Kenny the
Kookaburra, Gumnut Jumper and Scarf, Eucalyptus the Koala, Esme
the Emu, Wildflowers Scarf • Other Yarn Crafts: Australiana Cushion
(knitting or crochet and embroidery), A Splendid Fairywren (needle
felting), Eucalyptus Seed Pod (felting).

$9.95

Create beautiful needlework with this
complete illustrated guide to stitching. The
perfect reference for embroidery, needlepoint,
dressmaking, canvas work or other needlecrafts.
Find advice on what thread, needles or fabric
will work with which stitches and take a look
at over 200 decorative and practical stitches
with ideas on how and where to use them.
Step-by-step instructions and detailed working
photographs will help you understand exactly how to create any stitch
and what it should look like. Invaluable for beginners, and full of ideas
for the accomplished stitcher.

Hardback

Paperback

Felt Magazine #23 The Australian
Magazine for Felting and More

$9.95

Seams from Valerie Bothell Valerie Bothell

Modern Motifs & Borders in
Cross Stitch Over 400 Motifs

Modern Kogin Simple & Stylish

Paperback

200020

365 Embroidery Combinations
Perpetual Calendar Crazy Quilt

$24.99

Embroidery & Cross Stitch

$31.99

176pp

Embroidery Stitches: Step by
Step Lucinda Ganderton

Vintage Made #15 features on vacation!
People and Fashion: • Stepping into Paradise
• Japanese Modernism • Deco Divas
• Mexican Tourist Clothing and Accessories
of the 1940s and 1950s. Lifestyle and
Entertainment: • Embroidery from the Past:
Souvenirs from Abroad • Handy Hints from
Helen • Travelling in Style: Luggage 1880s –
1960s • Souvenirs by Lynda Worthington.
Craft: • Holiday Dress Pattern by Ann Grose
(see cover) • Crochet Washcloths
• Embroidering Vintage Postcards • Hanging
Tea Towel.

$15.00

290 x 215mm

The RSN Book of Embroidery

20 Simple Sewing Projects for You and
Your Home Svetlana Sotak

Paperback

Hardback

$32.99 Spiral Bound Paperback 130 x 150mm 200pp 190578

That Handmade Touch

$34.99

$59.99

$26.99

General Crafts

Wildlife Artist in Textiles Annemieke Mein

Josephine Rout

20 Beautiful Designs for the Festive
Season Hélène Le Berre

Magazine			

200553

Inventive Weaving on a Little
Loom Discover the Full Potential of

the Rigid-Heddle Loom, for Beginners and
Beyond Syne Mitchell
Begin by exploring a variety of weave
structures, including finger-manipulated laces,
tapestry and colour play with stripes, plaids
and multicolour yarns. Then move on to more
complex designs and irresistible projects, from
pillows and curtains to bags, shawls and even
jewellery. Explore warp-face patterning, weftpile weaving, weaving with fine threads, woven shibori, shadow weave
and the textural effects that you can create with different yarns and
with wire and conductive thread. Everything you need to know is here,
with fully illustrated step-by-step instructions to ensure success.

$49.99

Paperback

255 x 210mm

296pp

151616

Origami Paper 500 Sheets:
Japanese Washi Patterns
These paper patterns were developed to enhance
the creative work of origami artists and paper
crafters. The pack contains: • 500 sheets of highquality origami paper • 12 unique designs
• Vibrant and bright colours • Double-sided
colour • 15 x 15cm squares • Instructions for 6
easy origami projects.

$19.99

Accessory			

200136

Pebble Quilting Needles
The Pebble, a must have for every sewing box and
handbag, is easy to use and a fabulous accessory. This
quilting set contains 16 needles ranging from size 3 to
9. They are short and fine with round threading eyes,
perfect for hand quilting.

$5.99

Accessory			

170830

